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1. Introduction 
1.1. In 1981 O.G. Kharlampovich [7] constructed the first example of a finitely 
presented solvable group (of derived length three) with an insoluble word problem. 
This settled what may be regarded as the last outstanding word problem for groups. 
However, a number of other important algorithmic problems about finitely 
presented solvable groups, e.g. the isomorphism problem, remained unresolved. 
Furthermore, the corresponding questions for finitely presented solvable Lie 
algebras, as well as finitely presented associative algebras satisfying a polynomial 
identity, including the word problem itself, were left unanswered. It is with these 
problems that this series of four papers will be concerned. 
Our primary objective here is, using Kharlampovich’s ideas, to develop a tech- 
nique which will enable us to solve the problems mentioned above, as well as a 
number of other algorithmic problems. Thus, in particular, we will construct a 
finitely presented solvable Lie algebra with an insoluble word problem, we will con- 
struct a finitely presented associative algebra, satisfying a polynomial identity, with 
an insoluble word problem, and we will prove that the isomorphism problem for 
finitely presented solvable groups; finitely presented solvable Lie algebras, finitely 
presented associative algebras satisfying a polynomial identity are all algorithmically 
insoluble. After this work was completed, it came to our attention that G.P. Kukin 
[8] had already constructed a finitely presented solvable Lie algebra, as well as a 
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finitely presented associative algebra satisfying a polynomial identity, with an in- 
soluble word problem. His methods however do not lead e.g. to a solution of the 
various isomorphism problems. We shall discuss the connection between his work’ 
and ours in greater detail in [5]. 
1.2. It is not hard to sketch the basic technique that we shall develop in this paper, 
and at the same time to indicate its dependence and relationship with Kharlampo- 
vich’s work. 
To this end, let @ be a given partial recursive function whose domain of definition 
is a subset of the natural numbers and whose codomain is, as usual, the set of 
natural numbers itself. Then it follows from a theorem of Marvin L. Minsky [lo]) 
(see A.I. Mal’tsev [9, p. 316-3261) that @I can, in a sense, be built up from four 
operations, multiplication by 2, 3 and 5 and the partial operation, division by 30. 
The precise way in which this is done can be described by a finite oriented graph 
Y. Each of the ‘positive edges’ e of Y is then made to correspond to an element 
we of a suitably chosen fixed finitely presented solvable group G of 9 x 9 matrices 
over a (commutative) integral domain S. In fact, G is actually a semidirect product 
of a free S-module M by a finitely presented metabelian group H of 8 x 8 matrices 
over S. The module A4 is free on 
(j?u,,lu~V, k=lJ ,..., 8>, 
where V is the set of vertices of Y. The we are then differences of the form 
s& - s’&~,~~ where S, s’ E S and o and o’ are respectively the origin and terminus of 
e. We now take 0 to be the normal closure in G of the w, and a basis element of 
the form &, added in for purely technical reasons: 
O=gp,({w,Ie a positive edge in Y}U&}). 
Now it turns out that the centre of G is of infinite rank. Moreover, the above decom- 
position of G as a semidirect product of M by H, and a detailed examination of the 
choice of the w, allows us to concoct a recursive set ul, u2,. . . of central words in 
the given generators of G (i.e. each word, when viewed as an element of G, is in 
the centre) such that 
u, E 0 if and only if n is in the domain of @. (1) 
This means that if the domain of @ is not recursive, then the factor group U= G/O 
has an insoluble word problem. This is the main result of the paper, which we record 
here again, in slightly different terms, as 
Theorem 3. There exists a finitely presented group U, which is solvable of derived 
length three, with the following property: there is a recursive set of central words 
* Note added in proof. Our reading of Kukin’s work indicates that his example L. of a purported Lie 
algebra with insoluble word problem is finite dimensional-by-metabelian, i.e. it has solvable word 
problem after all. 
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in the given generators of U such that there is no algorithm whereby one can decide 
whether or not any of the words- has the value 1 in U. In particular, U has an in- 
soluble word problem. 
The work in this paper is heavily dependent on some of the ideas that Kharlampo- 
vich introduced in [7]. In particular, the selection of our group U was motivated by 
her work. Moreover, we learned from her paper how to record a given partial 
recursive function into our group U with insoluble word problem. However, the 
similarity ends there. In particular, the choice of a recursive set of central words in 
U, for which there is no algorithm that decides whether or not any of these words 
is equal to 1 in U, is crucial to our negative solution of the isomorphism problem 
for finitely presented solvable groups (in [4]), a choice which is not possible in 
Kharlampovich’s example. In fact, our basic approach is much simpler and very 
much more direct than that of Kharlampovich. In addition, it can be carried over 
also to Lie and associative algebras. By way of contrast, Kharlampovich describes 
her counterpart to our group U directly in terms of finitely many generators and 
defining relations, and then proceeds with great skill to prove that it (is solvable of 
derived length three and) has an insoluble word problem. Similar remarks apply to 
Kukin’s work. As for Kharlampovich’s work, we shall comment further on it in the 
body of this paper. 
1.3. This work will be devoted entirely to the proof of Theorem 3. In the second 
of this series of papers, we will use Theorem 3 to deduce a host of negative algo- 
rithmic results about finitely presented solvable groups, including the negative solu- 
tion of the isomorphism problem. Our third paper will deal only with solvable Lie 
I algebras, while the fourth will be concerned with associative algebras satisfying a 
polynomial identity. 
1.4. The organisation of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we first 
introduce a little notation. Then we define an entire family of groups like H and 
G (cf. the beginning of 1.2) and prove that they are all finitely presented. In Section 
3 we introduce the graph theory needed in the proof of Theorem 3. The technical 
core of the paper, the encoding of the given partial recursive function into a module, 
occupies Sections 4 and 5, and the proof of Theorem 3 is deduced in Section 6 from 
our main result, Theorem 2, proved in Section 5. 
We will number equations in each major section consecutively, without regard to 
subsections, and follow the same convention for lemmas and propositions. If 
reference is made to an equation or lemma or proposition from a different major 
section, we will refer to the section explicitly. 
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2. Groups like H and G 
2.1. Preliminaries 
If G is a group we denote the subgroup of G generated by a set Y by gp(Y) and 
the normal subgroup of G generated by Y will be denoted by gpo( Y). If a, 6, CE G, 
then we put 
ab = b-lab, [a, b] = a-‘b-lab, [a, b, cl = [[a, 4, cl. 
If A, B, C are subsets of G we put 
AB=(abla.A,bEB}, [A,B]={[a,b]laEA,bEB}. 
We emphasize that AB and [A, B] are simply subsets, not subgroups. If B = {b} we 
denote AB by Ab and [A, B] by [A, b]. Again, if a, b are elements of some group, 
then we define 
ah-l =aba-’ . 
If A is a subset of a group and b is an element of that group, we define 
Ab- ’ = {ab-’ 1 a E A). We denote the derived group of the group G by G’, and its 
lower central series by 
The centre of G is denoted by CC. The second and third derived groups of G are 
denoted by G” and G” respectively. 
The following lemma will be used without explicit mention a number of times in 
the sequel. It is due to P. Hall. 
Lemma 1. Let G be a group, a, b, ceG. Then the following holds. 
(i) ab = a[a, b], 
(ii) [ab, c] = [a, clb[b, c], [a, bc] = [a, c][a, blC. 
If S is a ring with 1, G a group, the group algebra of G over S is denoted by SC. 
2.2. The definition of H 
Throughout this paper R will denote a commutative integral domain, which we 
will refer to as the ground ring. In fact, R will, for the most part, denote either the 
ring Z of integers or Z,, the field of p elements, for some prime p. As usual 
R(Xt, X2) denotes the quotient field of the ring of all polynomials in the com- 
muting indeterminates X, and X, with coefficients in R; Then 
S=R[X,, X2, X;‘, X,-I,(1 +X,)-‘,(l +X$‘] 
is the R-subalgebra of R(X,, X2) generated by Xi, Xz, X,‘, XT’, (1 +X1)-‘, 
(1 +X,)-r. For notational convenience we set 
Y, = 1 + x, , Y*=l+X, 
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and put 
SI =R[X1, x,‘, YplT s2 = R[X2, XT’, Y,-']. 
Notice that 
Let GL(8, S) denote the general linear group over S of degree 8. We denote the 
8 x8 matrix, with 1 in the (i,j)th place and zero’s elsewhere, by eti, and the 
diagonal matrix whose entries on the main diagonal are al,a2,a3,a,,a5,a6,a7 and 
a8 by diag(a,,a2,a3,a4,aS,a6,a7,a8). Then H is defined to be the subgroup of 
GL(8, S) generated by the following 11 triangular matrices: 
x1 =diag(l, 1, X1, 1, XI, 1, XI, X,), 
YI =dMl, 1, Yl, 1, Y,, 1, Y,, &I, 
xZ = diag( 1, 1, 1, X2, 1, X2, X2, X,), 
YZ =diag(l, AL Y& 1, &, &, &I, 
i?i = diag( 1, X;, 1, 1, X;, X;, 1, Xi) (i = 1,2), 
yi =diag(l, yl., 1, 1, K, I$, 1, q) (i= 1,2), 
d= 1 +ezI +e53+e6,+es7, 
It turns out, although we shall not make use of this remark here, that H can be 
considerably varied, not only in the choice of matrices (both size and shape) but also 
in the choice of the rings R and S. We shall have more to say about this in the sequel. 
2.3. Presenting H 
Our objective here is to prove that H is a finitely presented metabelian group. To 
this end, we put 
-f;i=gp~%,~2,y’,,.Y2,d~, Hi=gP(xi,_Y;,di) (i=1,2), 
a = gpv, 9 k u’l 9 ?z), Ai = gp(Xi, yi) (i = 192). 
Then it is easy to prove by some simple calculations that the following hold: 
Lemma 2. (i) fi is the semidirect product of gp&) by A. Moreover, there is an 
isomorphism from gp&) to the additive group of the ring S; and Z,:‘, jjr’ act by 
conjugation on gpA(d), via this isomorphism, by left multiplication by Xi and Yi 
respectively (i = 1,2). 
(ii) Hi is the semidirect product of gpH,(di) by Ai (i = 1,2). Moreover, there is an 
isomorphism from gpH,(di) to the additive group of the ring Si, and x~',_Y-' act 
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by conjugation on gpHi(di), via this isomorphism, by left multiplication by Xi and 
q respectively (i = 1,2). 
(iii) H is the direct product of g, HI and Hz: H= fl x H1 x Hz. 
Since A, A, and AZ are abelian, it follows immediately from Lemma 2 that 
Corollary 2.1. H is metabelian. 
It follows from Lemma 2(iii) that in order to prove that K is f,.nitely presented 
it suffices to prove that fi, HI and Hz are finitely presented. Moreover, since 
H, 2 Hz, this reduces to proving g and H, finitely presented. We consider first H. 
We observe first that the subgroup of fl, generated by d, Zt and X1 is the wreath 
product of the cyclic group (of infinite or prime order) generated by d, by the (free) 
abelian group generated by Zt and Z1. It follows from Lemma 2(i) that fi is the 
result of adding to this wreath product two extra commuting generators j1 and j$, 
which also commute with Zt and Zz, such that 
But these are precisely the relations used in [2], which ensure that fi is a finitely 
presented group. In the case of HI, we observe that gp(dt , x1) is the wreath product 
of gp(dt) by the infinite cyclic group gp(xl), and that (by Lemma 2(ii)) 
Y,XlY,’ =x1 9 Y&Y,’ = dl - xld,x;‘. 
Again, this is an instance of the embedding procedure of [2], which yields a finitely 
presented group. Thus we have established 
Proposition 1. H is a finitely presented metabelian group. 
2.4. The definition of G 
We shall now define the group discussed in 1.2. Let then I/ be a finite non-empty 
set - as already noted in the introduction, V will actually be the set of vertices of 
a finite graph. Then we define M to be the free left S-module with basis 
(&+E V, k= 1,2 ,..., S}. We turn M into a right SH-module in the natural way 
be defining 
Po,k’ h =%,Po, + -** +%8Po8 (h E W, 
where here, of course, 
h = (.s$ 
is an 8 x 8 matrix with entries from S. Thus, M is an (S-SH)-bimodule. In particular, 
we have a right action of H on M, and so we can form the semidirect product 
G=HP<M 
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of M by H. Identifying M and H with their copies in G, we have 
ah=.. h (aEM, hEH), 
the result of the module action of h on M. It is with this group G that the rest of 
this entire section is concerned. 
As we have pointed out before, the group H depends in part on the choice of S, 
and this choice will affect the group G. But H can also be varied in other ways. For 
example, suppose that we take 
R=Z*[X,X_‘,(l +X)-l], 
i.e. the subring of the field of fractions of the ring of polynomials in the variable 
X over the field iZ2 of two elements, generated by X, X-’ and (1 +X)-l. With this 
choice of the ground ring R, let S take the same form as before. Then, let us take 
H to be the subgroup of GL(8, S) generated by the 11 matrices listed in 2.2, together 
with two additional diagonal matrices, one with X, the other with X+ 1, on the main 
diagonal. If one now forms the semidirect product of A4 again with this group H, 
the resultant group G is a pre-image of the group that O.G. Kharlampovich in- 
troduced in [7]. This observation was the starting point of our work. 
Throughout the rest of the paper, unless otherwise explicitly stated, we shall 
adopt the choices made initially for H and G, and will assume that the ground ring 
R is either Z or the finite field ZP of p elements. 
2.5. Structure of the (S-RH)-bimodule M and generators for G 
The main purpose of Section 2 is to prove that G is finitely presented. In order 
to do so, we need to understand better the action of H on M. This necessitates view- 
ing M as an (S-RH)-bimodule rather than as an (S-SH)-bimodule. In this subsec- 
tion we will collect the information we will need in the sequel. 
To begin with, define Mk to be the S-submodule of A4 generated by {& 1 u E V} 
(k= l,..., 8). Then it is clear that M is the direct sum of the Mk: 
Note that this is a direct sum decomposition into S-submodules without any 
reference to the action of H on M. 
Now, for each h E H the map 
a++[a,h]=-a+a.h=a(h-1) (aEM) 
may be viewed as right multiplication by the matrix h - 1 (where here 1 denotes the 
identity matrix). Since 
d- 1 =e87+e64+e53+e21, 
the map 
a- [a,d] (aEM) 
induces S-module isomorphisms: 
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MPW, M6=M4, M,sM,, Mz+M,. 
Similar remarks hold for d, and dz. The resultant set of 12 isomorphisms are 
displayed in the first cube below, which is commutative since d, dl and d2 all com- 
mute. We shall adopt the convention that parallel edges bear the same label, and, 
if at some vertex Mi there is no arrow emanating in a given direction, say that of 
d- 1 for example, then this is to be interpreted to mean Mi(d- 1) =O. Note that 
this implies, for instance, that M&?- 1) = M7 and M7(dl - 1) =M,. 
S 
R 
The second of the two cubes summarizes the action of the abelian group A, 
generated by x1, x2,y1, y2, Z,, Z2 and jj, ,jj2, on M. This action, conjugation, is 
simply right multiplication by the matrices comprising A. Now, each Mk is in- 
variant under the action of A, and so Mk can be viewed as a right RA-module. 
Thus, there is a natural R-algebra map OK of RA into the R-algebra of endomor-- 
phisms End,(Mk) of Mk. Now, Mk is a faithful left S-module and so we may view 
S as an R-subalgebra of EndR(Mk). Then OK maps RA to an R-subalgebra, say Tk, 
of S. These subalgebras are displayed at the vertices of the second cube, with 7” at 
the vertex corresponding to Mk. The following lemma then holds. 
Lemma 3. suppose that k E (1,3,4,7, g> and that ak eMk. Then the cyclic RH- 
submodules ok - RH, generated by the ak, are as fOllows: 
as - RH = Sa8 + Sa8e8, + Sages6 + Sages5 + Sagea + Sages3 + Sa8eg2 + Sages1 ,
a7 - RH= Sa, + Sa7eT3 + Sa7eT4 + Sa7e7,, 
a4 - RH = &a4 + S2a4e41, 
a3 - RH= &a3 + Sla3e3,, 
a1 s RH= Ra,. 
Proof. The submodule as. RH contains a8.- RA, which, by the second cube of (I), 
is simply Sag. If we now apply the appropriate isomorphisms of the first cube, we 
find that 







G”= 1 . 
Y~G’=M&M~@M@M+ 
y4G’= M, = CG. 
ysG’= 1. 
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a8 - RH L N = Sa8 + Sa8e8, + Sa8eg6 + Sa8eg5 + Sageg4 + Sa8eg3 + Sasesz 
+ Sa8eg1 .
On the other hand, N is stable under commutation by d,, dz, d and hence also by 
conjugation. Thus N is an RH-submodule of A4 containin 0s. Thus 
ag. RH=N 
as desired. The rimaining equalities are proved similarly. 
It follows immediately from the first assertion of Lemma 3, on invoking the first 
cube, that we have established the 
Lemma 4. M, qua RH-module, is generated by 
B= u%,sl LJE u. 
Next, we deduce 
Lemma 5. G is a finitely generated group. Indeed G is generated by 
BU{xl,y,,xz,y*,~,,~1,~~,~~,d,,dz,d}. 
This follows immediately from the definition of G and Lemma 4. 
Now, it follows from the very definition of G, together with Corollary 2.1, that 
G is solvable of derived length at most three. It is not hard to obtain more precise 
information relating to the solvability of G. First, we observe that 
J% = d#‘, , diy’ = di di”i (i= 1,2). (2) 
Moreover, according to (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2, H is the semidirect product of 
gp,& d,, dz) by the abelian group A generated by x1, x2, yl, ~2, Zl, 22, yl, 72. It 
follows therefore from the relations (2) that 
H’= gpH(2 d, , 4). (3) 
Now it is easy to check directly that 
bYi = by, = bbxt, bXt = b-% (i = 1,2, b E B). (4) 
These relations, together with the information provided by (l), make it possible to 
deduce easily the following 
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So, we have proved that G is center-by-nilpotent of class 3-by-abelian, and is of 
derived length 3. Notice that if R = E then G is torsion-free, while if R = Z,, then 
G is an extension of an elementary abelian p-group by an elementary abelian p- 
group by a torsion-free abelian group. We observe, incidentally, that <G is either 
a free abelian group of infinite rank or an infinite elementary abelian p-group. 
2.6. Presenting G 
Our objective is to prove that G is finitely presented. 
First, we need a suitable set of generators. To this end, put 
and 
Then, by Lemma 5, G is generated by BUC. 
We record next finitely many relations satisfied by this set BUC of generators 
of G, which we shall ultimately prove suffice to define G. These relations are ar- 
ranged as follows. First, we have (making use of Proposition 1) the finitely many 
relations needed to define H (in terms of the generators C): 
Finitely many relations which define the group H. (5) 
Next, we re-express (4), describing the action of xi,yi, Zi,j; (i= 1,2) on B: 
b’, = b@, b.Vl = bbxi, b-fi = b-G (bEB, i= 1,2). (6) 
Thirdly, we extract some of the properties of the first cube in (1): 
[b, d c’] = 1 (bEB,EECIUCz). (7) 
Similarly, we have the corresponding relations 
[by dip ci] = 1 (b E B, ci E Ci (i= 1,2)). (8) 
Next, we need a batch of relations, reflecting, in part, the commutativity of M. In 
order to write these down neatly, we put 
and 
D= (b’, [bC,d], [bC,dl], [b’,d2] 1 bEB, cE C3}. (9) 
Then we have the relations 
[d’, d”] = 1 (d’, d”E D), 
and 
VW,4,dzll=L [[h~l,~b’,d,,d,ll=l 
Thirdly, if R = h,, we add the relations 
b&l (b E B). 
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Our objective now is to prove that if G# is the group presented on the generators 
B U C, subject to the defining relations (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (lo), and if R =Z,, 
(12), then G# = G, i.e., all the relations of G follow from the ones listed. This will 
be, in large measr,re, accomplished by proving that 
M# = k?pG@) 
is abelian. This then is our primary task, which will be carried out using the notation 
introduced in 2.1. 
Notice that there is an obvious injection of H into G#; i.e. we shall identify H 
with its image in G# throughout. 
Mimicking part of the notation used to describe the various subgroups of M, we 
put (working of course inside G#) 
Ms# = gp(BA’ xAq. 
We begin the proof that M# is abelian by first proving that A48# is abelian. This 
will be made easy by appealing to the following result contained in [7] (see Lemma 
4 of 86 of [2]). 
Proposition 2. Let e, f, ul, v2, wl, w2 be elements of some group, and suppose that 
(i) ew’ = ecu;, fWt =ffDi (i = 1,2); 
(ii) the elements vl, wI, v2, w2 commute; 
(iii) [erf”‘] = 1 for all w, w’E { 1, ul, u2, 0~0~). 
Then 
[ew, e”‘] = 1 whenever w, w’ E gp(ur , u2, wI , w2). 
It follows then from (6) and (lo), after repeatedly applying 
Lemma 6. iW8# is abelian. 
It now follows readily from (9) and (10) that 
Proposition 2, that 
[bC, d_‘bJc’d] = 1, [bC, d,“b”‘di] = 1 (b, b’E B, c, C’E C). (13) 
Since A 1 x A2 commutes with & it follows again from (6) and now (13), via Pro- 
position 2, that 
Lemma 7. [M,#, dvlM,#J] = 1. 
It follows that (M,#)“- ’ is an abelian subgroup of M#. 
We now put 
M7# = (M$)“- ’ . 
Notice next that in view of 
&EA, alEAl, a2EA2, such 
ba = bti = ba&. 
the relations (6), if b E B, aE A, there exist elements 
that 
(14) 
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Moreover, if a’ E A, there exists a E A, and hence also al E A,, a2 E A2, such that 
(14) holds. This should be kept in mind also in the sequel. 
Now, by Lemma 2(C), H=l?x HI x H2. So, Ai xA2 is centralized by d. Hence, 




(py5 = ,,a(,d), 
(k&i= 1,2). 
Therefore, using (13) and (15) and repeatedly applying Proposition 2, we deduce 
Lemma 8. [I#, d,r’MB#d;] = 1 (i = 1,2). 
Notice that we use here jji and 2; in place of wi and ui respectively in Proposition 
2. 
As before, we put 
M6# = (M8#)d’ - l, Msff = (@y - ‘. 
We summarize now our observations about the subgroups of M#. 
Lemma 9. M8#, iW7#, M6# and MT are abelian subgroups of M#, all of which are 
centralized by M8#. 
We want to prove that in fact M8#, M7#, Ms# and Ms# generate an abelian 
subgroup of M#, i.e., in view of Lemma 9, that M7#, Ms# and Ms# centralise each 
other. Notice that 
M7# = [Ms#, d], Mt?=Wf,d,l, Ms# = [Ms#, d2]. 
It turns out that M6# and Ms# centralise each other, essentially because we can 
apply Proposition 2. In fact, if i= 1,2, b E B, 
[b, d,]ji = [bpi, d,] = [bbii, d,] 
= [b,d,]‘f’[b’i,d,] = [b,d,][b,dJZi, 
where we have invoked Lemma 9 once, the relations (6) and Lema 2(iii). Similarly, 
we find that 
Since 
[b,d,]j;= [b,d2][b,d21fi (bEI& i= 1,2). 
Ms#=mWMIAh Ms# =gpW, d21Ah 
the relations (10) ensure that we can apply Proposition 2. Hence 
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Lemma 10. [I@, Ms#] = 1. 
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We are left with the proof of 
Lemma 11. [I@, M6#] = 1 and [MT, M,#] = 1. 
The proofs of these two assertions are essentially the same. Hence we will content 
ourselves here with the proof that [MT, A4s#] = 1. It suffices to prove that 
[[b’, d], [b’“; d,]] = 1 (b, b’E B, a,a’EA). 
Notice that by (14), ba = bul@, where alEAl, a2EA2. Put a”=a’a;‘. Then there 
exists CEA, such that b” = b”“. Now, b”‘= b”‘?. So, 
[[b’, d], [b”; d,]] = [[b”‘“‘, a], [b”@, dl]] 
= [[b-, c?]‘, [b’, dl](iu2] (using (7)) 
= [[b”‘“2, Jlz, [b’, dJ-l] (using (8)) 
= [[b, #l(lzi, [b’, di]&&~] (Lemma 2(iii)) 
= [[b, d], [b’, d,]]u1u2d 
= 1 (by (lo)). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 11. 
Thus, we have proved 
Lemma 12. I@, A47#, l@ and I@ generate an abelian group. 
Thus, we are on the way to proving M# abelian. In order to proceed further, we 
prepare the way with the following 5 lemmas. The first of these is completely 
straightforward. 
Lemma 13. Suppose e, f,g are elements of a group and that [f, g] = 1. Then 
kf,~l= kfl, kgllkg,fl. 
On appealing now to Lemmas 12 and 13, we deduce 
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Lemma 14. If b E B and a E A, then the folio wing hold. 
(0 [bus d, dl I= W, dl, dl, 
(ii) Vf%,d~l= Vf,&,dJ. 
Thus, we have established that some further relations, that hold in G, hold also 
in G#, reflecting in part the commutativity of the first cube in (1). 
Next, we prove 
Lemma 15. (i) The set [BA, d] is centralised by the elements Z,, j$,&,jj,, d i.e. by 
I?. 
(ii) The set [BA, di] is centralised by the elements Xi, yi, di, i.e. by Hi (i = 1,2). 
(iii) The set [BA, dl, d2] is centralised by HI x Hz. 
(iv) The set [BA, d; di] is centralised by I?x Hi (i = 1,2). 
Proof. We implicitly proved (i) in the course of the proof of Lemma 11. In fact, 
it follows on using (14), (6) and (7). The same remarks apply to the proof of (ii). 
The assertions (iii) and (iv) follow from (i) and (ii) on appealing to Lemma 14 and 
Lemma 2(iii). 
Thus, we have established some of the properties of the second cube in (1) for 
G#. 
The next lemma will be used in the proof of Lemma 17, and is not of any in- 
dependent interest. 
Lemma 16. Suppose that W is a subset of some group and e an element of the same 
group. Furthermore, suppose that e centralises [ W, e]. Then gp( W U [ W, e]) is in- 
variant under conjugation by e and e-‘, i.e. gp,,(W,,,(WU[W,el)=gp(WU[W,el). 
Proof. We have 
w’=w[w,e]Egp(WU[W,e]). 
Similarly, 
We -’ = w[w, e-' ] = w[e, WI'-' = w[e, WI E gp( W U 1 W 4). 
This completes the proof. 
We now come to the last of the five lemmas mentioned earlier. 
Lemma 11. (i) gp(BA U [BA, d]) is invariant under conjugation by H. 
(ii) gp(BA U [BA9 dll U PA, 41 U PA, 4,4 I) is invariant under conjugation by 
H, xl&. 
Proof. (i) Z? is generated by A and d. Now, BA is invariant under conjugation by 
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the elements of A, and A” centralises [F’, d], by Lemma 15. So, A normalises 
gp(B’ U [DA, d]). But, d centralises [BA, d], by Lemma 15. So, by Lemma 16, d 
normalises gp(BA U [BA, d]). This completes the proof of (i). 
(ii) We put 
L = gp@ U ]BA, d, 1 U WA, 41 U WA, d,, d, I). 
It is clear that L is invariant under A, and A,, by Lemma 15(ii), (iii) and Lemma 
2(iii). It remains to check that L is invariant under d,, d,‘, d2 and dF*. To prove 
that L is invariant under conjugation by, say d2 and d;‘, put 
W=BAUIBA,dl]. 
Then, by Lemma 15(ii),(iii), d2 centralises [BA,d2] and also W’,d,,dJ. So, 
Lemma 16 applies. Since [ W, d2] = [BA, d2] U [BA, d,, d2] and [BA, d, , d2] = [B”, d2, d,] 
(Lemma 14), this completes the proof of (ii), because the case involving d, and d,’ 
can be handled in a similar way. 
We are now in a position to deduce 
Proposition 3. The subgroup M# of G# is abelian. 
Proof. Since G# is generated by B and H, it suffices to prove that all of the 
elements of BH commute. Now, by lemma 2(iii), H=I?x H, x H2. Thus, it follows 
that it is enought to prove that 
[B’, BHlxHz] = 1. (16) 
If we now appeal to Lemma 17, it follows then that in order to prove (15), we need 
only prove that 
BA U [BA, d] centralises BA U [BA, d,] U [BA, d2] U [BA, dl, d2]. 
By Lemma 12 then this reduces to proving that 
BA U [BA, d] centralises [BA, dl , d2]. 
Now, if b, b’ E B and a, a’ E A, by (14) and Lemma 2(iii), 
lb=, Vu’, d,, &II = [b”, P’d 4,411 (ad) 
= [buti -I, [b’, dl , d2]]” 
= [b’“, [b’, d,, dzll” (awEAl xA2)) 
= [b”“, [b’, d,, d2]“‘]” (by Lemma 15(iii)) 
= [b, [b’, d,, d2]]‘“” 
= 1 (by 11)). 
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Next, by Lemma 2(iii) and (6), 
WC dl, W’“; 4 3 411= I[& al=“, Vf’, 4, &II (a’EA,a”EAI xA2) 
= [[b, #“‘-‘, [b’, dl, d2]]” 
= [[b, 21”: [K 4, d211” (by Lemma 15(i)) 
= [[b, ala”, [b’, dl, d2]‘“]’ (by Lemma 15(iii)) 
= ]W, dl, Lb’, 4, 411”‘” 
= 1 (by (11)). 
This completes the proof that M# is abelian. 
In order to prove that G# = G, we need to prove that the counterparts to all the 
Mi (i= 1,2,..., 8) actually generate M #. This is our next objective. First we prove 
Lemma 18. Let b E B, a E A. Then for every permutation d’, d”, d” of d dl, d2, 
[b’, d’, d”, d”] = [ba, d dl, d2]. 
Moreover, [ba,&d,,d2] is centralised by G#. 
The first assertion follows from Lemma 13 and Proposition 3. The second asser- 
tion follows from the first assertion, Lemma 15 and Proposition 3. 
Next we prove 
Lemma 19. The following set generates M#: 
E= BA U [BA, d,] U [BA, d2] U [BA, d] 
U [BA, ci, d ] U [BA, a d2] U [BA, dl, d2] U [BA, 4 d,, d2]. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that gp(E) is invariant under conjugation by H. To this 
end, put 
Then, 
W= BA U [BA, dl] U [BA, d2] U [BA, dl, d2]. 
E= WU[W,d]. 
By Lemma 17, IV, and hence [ W, d], is invariant under conjugation by A 1 AZ. 
Since W is clearly invariant under A’ and [ W, d] is centralized by A, it follows that 
E is invariant (under conjugation again) under A,, A2 and A, and therefore under 
A. Now, [W, d] is centralized by dand 6-l (see Lemma 14, Lemma 15 and Lemma 
18). So, by Lemma 16, gp(E) is invariant under d and &‘. Finally, gp( IV), and 
hence also gp([ W, d]), is also invariant under gp(d,, d2), by Lemma 17(ii). 
It is easy now to deduce the main result of this section: 
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Theorem 1. G is finitely presented. 
In other words, we have to prove that G# = G, i.e. all the relations that hold in 
G also hold in G#. More precisely we shall prove that the canonical homomor- 
phism 
z:G#+G 
is an isomorphism. Now, in view of relations (6), it follows that Ms# is isomorphic 
to the additive group of the ring S. This means that n 1 M8# is an isomorphism from 
Ms# to Ms. It easily follows from Lemma l(ii), Lemma 18 and Lemma 19 that 
commutation by a,d,,d, defines endomorphisms of the abelian subgroup M# of 
G#, and that each Mi# is a homomorphic image of i# under a composition of one 
or more of these endomorphisms. Now, each i’Ui# is mapped by n onto Mj, and 
since A@ is a quotient of M8#, and IwiZ M,#, it is easy to see that R maps Mi# 
isomorphically onto Mi. Finally, since M is the direct sum of MI, . . . , M8, M# is 
the direct sum of M# 1 , . . . , M8#. Thus 7t induces an isomorphism from M# to M. 
But, 
G#=Hb<M# and G=HtxM, 
and II maps H identically to H, which means that R is indeed an isomorphism. 
In concluding this section, it is worth pointing out that G is a new example of 
a finitely presented solvable group with a center which is not finitely generated. The 
first example of this kind was obtained by H. Abels some years ago in [l]. 
3. Building partial recursive functions 
3.2. Some graph-theoretical terminology 
As we remarked in the introduction, every partial recursive function v, can, in a 
sense, be built up from the four operations multiplication by 2, 3 and 5, and division 
by 30. This was proved implicitly by M.L. Minsky in [lo] (see A.I. Mal’tsev [9, pp. 
3 16-3261). We will make heavy use of this theorm here. Our approach will be graph- 
theoretical, using so-called Minsky routines and Minsky operator algorithms. 
Although most of the ideas involved can be found in Minsky’s paper, the particular 
point of view that we will adopt here will make it possible for us to carry out an 
analysis of the encoding of a partial recursive function in a module that we will 
describe in Section 4. 
We begin with the notion of oriented graph. 
Definition. An oriented graph !!9 consists of 
(i) a set E=E( Y) of edges, together with a decomposition 
E=E+UE- 
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of E into two disjoint subsets E+ =E+( Y) of so-called positive edges and E- = 
E-( Y) of so-called negative edges; 
(ii) a non-empty set V= V( 8) of so-called vertices; 
(iii) a pair of maps 0 : E + V, t : E-* V with o(e) the so-called origin of e, t(e) the 
so-called terminus of e; 
(iv) a map i: E+E such that i(E+)=E-, i(E-)=E+, i2=1 and oi=t. 
Since our oriented graph is completely specified by its set of vertices, its positive 
edges and the restriction of o and t to the set of positive edges, we will define 
oriented graphs by giving this data. A morphism from one oriented graph to another 
is then, as usual, a pair of maps, usually denoted by a single letter, which preserve 
their structure. A path from a vertex u to a vertex u in an oriented graph Y is a 
sequence of edges el,e2, . . . ,e,, such that o(ei+ r)= t(eJ (i= 1, . . . ,n - 1) with 
o(er) = u, t(e,) = O. If all these edges are positive, we term the path oriented. ‘A 
geodesic is a path from one vertex u to a second vertex u, such that the vertices of 
the edges in the path are all distinct. If the path involved is oriented, we term the 
geodesic oriented. We define a cycle (or loop) to consist of a sequence of edges 
el,e2,..., e,, such that o(ei+l)=t(ei) (i=l,...,n- l), o(er) = t(e,J. If all these edges 
are positive, we term the cycle oriented. As usual, a graph 9’ is connected if for 
every pair u, o of vertices, u # u, there is a path from u to U. Taking the notion of 
an oriented subgraph of an oriented graph for granted, every oriented graph is the 
disjoint union of a family of oriented connected subgraphs, its so-called connected 
components. Finally, an oriented graph is termed a tree if it is connected and con- 
tains no cycles. 
3.2. Data-flow graphs 
An oriented graph Y is termed a data-flow graph if every vertex is the origin of 
at most one positive edge. A vertex o in a data-flow graph Y is called a vortex in 
Y if it is not the origin of any positive edge in Y. Notice that if el, . . . , en is a 
geodesic in Y, then the subgraph of Y defined by this set of edges has a unique 
vortex. This follows easily by induction on n, remembering that Y is a data-flow 
graph. Similarly, if a finite tree T is an oriented subgraph in a data-flow graph, then 
T has a unique vortex. More generally, we have the following 
Proposition 1. Let S? be a connected component of a data-flow graph Y’. Then there 
are exactly three possibilities: 
(i) g is a tree with a unique vortex; 
(ii) $? is a tree without a vortex; 
(iii) V contains a unique oriented cycle. 
Proof. Choose a maximal tree Y in @7. If V is not a tree, then there is a positive 
edge e in %’ which does not belong to .K In fact, e is the only positive edge of V 
which does not belong to .E To see this, let f be any positive edge, possibly in K 
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with o(e)#o(f). Then there is a geodesic y in .‘F from o(e) to o(f). Let u be the 
vortex of y. Then there are oriented geodesics from o(e) and o(f), contained in y. 
to u. Since Y is a data-flow graph, one of these oriented geodesics will contain either 
e or f, which implies that either e off is contained in .K Since e is not contained 
in ,“r, it follows that f is contained in .K It follows also that o = o(e), since the only 
positive edge with origin o(e) is e itself. Thus, we have shown that o(e) is the unique 
vortex of the tree F, and so, in particular, that .Y is a tree with a vortex. In fact, 
we have proved somewhat more, viz. that C is simply .F with e and i(e) adjoined. 
It is easy now to deduce (iii). If o(e) = t(e), then e is the unique oriented cycle of Y. 
If o(e) #t(e), there is a unqiue oriented geodesic in .F from t(e) to o(e) (=o). This 
geodesic, together with e, is then the unique oriented cycle in Y. This completes the 
proof of (iii). Since (i) and (ii) are the remaining possibilities, this completes the pro- 
of of Proposition 1. 
It is easy to deduce the following 
Lemma 1. Let Y be a data-flow graph and suppose that o is a vertex which is not 
the origin of any positive edge in Y. Then the connected component V of Y contain- 
ing o is a tree with o as its vortex. Furthermore, every vertex w in ‘V, w f O, is the 
origin of exactly one positive edge. 
Proof. It follows from the proof of Proposition 1 that V is a tree. By the very defini- 
tion of vortex, o is a vortex of V. Now, if w is any vertex of V, w# o, there is a 
geodesic in %’ from w to u. Since o is the vortex of %‘, this geodesic is oriented. So, 
w is the origin of a positive edge, as claimed. 
3.3. Minsky routines and their data flow graphs 
In [lo], M.L. Minsky introduced a two-headed, two-tape, nonwriting variant of 
a Turing machine, now termed a Minsky machine. We shall need a rather special 
kind of Minsky machine, which we call a Minsky routine, and, since we find it more 
convenient here, we shall define such Minsky routines graph-theoretically. 
Definition 1. A Minsky routine is a finite oriented graph 9, whose positive edges 
e are labelled by sextuples of the form (0, ol, a2,6t, d2, w), where o = o(e), w = t(e), 
a,,a2~{0, l}, 61,82~{-1,0, l> and if ai= then C&#-I (i= 1,2). We sometimes 
write e = (u, ol, 02, c&, d2, w). The positive edges of 9 are often referred to as in- 
structions, and the pair (a,, 02) as the type of the given instruction. The vertices of 
Y are then termed states, and we require that there be at most one instruction e of 
each type when 3’ is in a given state (i.e. when o(e) = 0). 
Thus, Minsky routines are finite oriented graphs of a particularly simple kind, 
which can be viewed as sets of actual instructions to be carried out on pairs of non- 
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negative integers. In order to explain, let In], denote the set of all non-negative in- 
tegers, and let sg : M o+ { 0, 1 } be the function defined by 
sg(n)=O if n=O, sg(n) = 1 if n #O. 
We shall need the following 
Definition 2. Let F be a Minsky routine. The data-flow graph of 9 is an oriented 
graph 9: together with an orientation preserving epimorphism f: g-, 9 defined as 
follows: 
(i) V(g) = V(F) x h\l, x h\lo (we term these vertices configurations); 
(ii) the set E+(g) of positive edges of gis the subset of V(g) x V(g), given by 
E+(F) = { (( o,mi.m2),(~,ni,n~))I (v,sgmi,sgm2,nt -mi,nz-~, w)~E+(y)); 
(iii) f restricted to V(.?) is projection onto the first coordinate; 
(iv) f restricted to E+(F) maps ((v, ml, m2), (w, nl, n2)) to (v,sg ml, sg m2, 
nl -ml,n2-m2, w). 
It is easy to see that :F is indeed a data-flow graph, as claimed. 
Now, suppose that a and o are given vertices of .F and that o is not the origin 
of a positive edge. The set of all pairs (m, n) of non-negative integers, such that the 
connected component (in g) of (a, m, 0) contains (CU, n, 0), can then be viewed as the 
graph of a partial function, say p, from n\lo into No. Thus .F itself can, as re- 
marked earlier, be thought of as a set of instructions for computing cp. We refer to 
p as the function computed by the Minsky routine ~9 with respect to (a,o). 
We describe next two explicit Minsky routines which will be of use in the sequel. 
3.4. A Minsky routine for multiplication by d (~2) 
The following flow chart can be interpreted in the obvious way as the definition 
of a Minsky routine .A’/d. It suffices only to explain the conventions used for 
relabelling the edges e = (v, ol, 02, 6i, d2, w). If both cil and a2 are 1, then we label 
e as (6,,6,); otherwise we label it (pi, a2,6,, 6,). 
1 (291) (29 2) (2,d- 1) (2,d) 3 1’ 
??‘*‘~‘.....------t-~-*~*~~ 
(1944 1) (4 1) (091) (41,1,-l) (1,440) 
(4 1) 
It is easy to check that .Yd computes the function mc-‘md (m E N) with respect to 
the pair of vertices (1,l’) (mr 2). 
3.5. A Minsky routine for division by d ( L 4) 
The following flow chart can be interpreted as a Minsky routine that computes 
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for each d L 4 the partial function of division by d, with respect to the pair of ver- 
tices (1,l’). 
1 (29 I) (29 d) 5 1’ 
(49 2) (4,d- I) -o-.*.-m 
(190) (LO) 
I 
Cl,_- 1) I 
??(4, d) 
3.6. Minsky operator algorithms and their data-flow graphs 
A Minsky operator algorithm or MOA for short is, roughly speaking, a program, 
where each instruction in the program is either multiplication by 2, or multiplication 
by 3, or multiplication by 5, or division by 30. More precisely, we have the following 
definition, where we invoke much the same terminology as in the definition of 
‘Minsky routine’. 
Definition 3. An MOA is a finite oriented graph 9, whose vertices are again called 
states. The positive edges of 9, again called instructions, are of five types. The first 
three types correspond to the unary operations multiplication by 2, 3 and 5. If i is 
the origin of an instruction e, corresponding to multiplication by d, then this edge 
is labelled (i, d,j), where j is its terminus, and we express this by writing e = (i, d, j). 
Instructions of the fourth and fifth types correspond to the partially defined opera- 
tion division by 30. These instructions come in pairs and are denoted by (i, l/30, j) 
(of type 4) and (i, 1, j’) (of type 5); both instructions have the same origin i, the first 
has terminus j and the second has terminus j’. We demand that for each state o of 
9, one of three possibilities holds: 
(i) no instruction has origin v; 
(ii) exactly one instruction has origin v, in which case we require that this instruc- 
tion be of type 1, 2 or 3; 
(iii) there are exactly two instructions with origin v, in which case we require that 
they be of types 4 and 5. 
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We need next 
Definition 4. Let 9 be an MOA. The data-flow graph of 9 is an oriented graph 
@, together with an orientation preserving epimorphism p: @--+ 9, defined as 
follows. 
(i) V(S)= V(Y)x IN; 
(ii) the set E+( @) of positive edges of @ is the subset of V(g) x V(g) given by 
E+(g) = ((t-4 m), (w, n)) I@, n/m w) EE+W}; 
(iii) p, restricted to V(g), is projection onto the first coordinate; 
(iv) p, restricted E+( 9) maps ((0, m), (w, n)) to (0, n/m, w). 
It is easy to see that 8 is indeed a data-flow graph as claimed. 
Now suppose that a and u are vertices of 9 and that cc) is not the origin of a 
positive edge. Then we say that the MOA 9 computes a given partial function q, 
with respect to the pair of vertices (a, co), if the connected component of (a, 2”) in 
@ contains (0,2q@) ), whenever n is in the domain of cp, and if n is not in the do- 
main of p, then the connected component of (a, 2”) does not contain a vertex of 
the form (~,m). 
The relevance of MOA’s to building up partial recursive functions then, as we 
have already alluded to a number of times, is contained in the following theorem 
which is essentially due to M.L. Minsky [lo] (see AI. Mal’tsev [9, pp. 316-3261). 
For every partial recursive function cp there is an MOA, with a so-called initial 
vertex a and a so-called terminal vertex o, which computes 9 with respect to (a, w). 
4. Assigning modules to the Minsky routines of multiplication and division 
4.1. The basic procedure 
Suppose throughout this entire section that S is a commutative integral domain 
with 1 (#to), that R, S, and S, are subrings (containing 1) of S and that 
R<S,, RI&. 
Furthermore, suppose that t, t, and t2 are three fixed elements of S such that 
&R, t1 ES,, t+sp 
Then, guided by [7], we will assign to each of our Minsky routines .9 an R- 
submodule Q of the free left S-module (viewed, if necessary, as an R- or Si- or 
S2-module in the obvious way) P with basis {/3” 1 IJ E V}, where V is the set of ver- 
tices of 5 In order to explain how Q is defined, we remark first that our routines 
contain three types of instructions. 
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To an instruction with label (0, 1, 1,6i, &, w) we assign the following S-sub- 
module of P: 
S(t,t2& - tt: + “It: ‘6’&). (1) 
To an instruction with label (0, l,O,S,, &, w), we assign the following 
Si-submodule of P: 
s, (?I#?” - tt: +d’tfy3w). (2) 
Finally, to an instruction with label (u, 0, 1,6,, c&, w) we assign the following 
S,-submodule of P: 
S,(f#” - ttpt; +*y,). (3) 
Now, let the above instructions range over all the instructions of 5 Then we define 
Q to be the R-submodule of P spanned by the various submodules described above. 
Our objective is to prove that the calculations, performed by a somewhat restricted 
set of Minsky routines, is mimicked, modulo Q, by the exponent of t,. 
More precisely, we shall prove that if Y is the Minsky routine for multiplication 
by d, if R, S,, S2, S, t, tl and t2 are suitably chosen, and if m >O, then 
t;“P* = t 2md+ ‘trj31g mod Q if and only if n = md. (4 
If Y is the routine for division by 30, we shall prove that 
ti”p, = t m+n+ltr/$tmodQ if and only if 30n=m; (9 
and, finally, we shall prove that 
tyy, = t 2m+ ‘t:,BIu mod Q if and only if m is not divisible by 30 
and m=n. (6) 
Before proceeding any further, we would like to point out that if S is chosen as in 
2.2, if R=Z2[X,X-‘,(l +X)-l] (see 2.4) and if t=X-‘+ 1 +X, t,=Xr’+ 1 +X1, 
t2 =XF1 + 1 +X2, then the above ‘encoding’ of the instructions of the various 
Minsky routines corresponds to the one introduced by O.G. Kharlampovich in [7]. 
Our objective then in Section 4 is to prove that equations (4), (5) and (6) hold. 
It is easy to prove that one part of these equations is valid. 
Lemma 1. If there is an oriented geodesic in the data-flow graph z of a Minsky 
routine Y: from a configuration (m, n, i) to a configuration (m’, n’, i’), then 
q= tytfbi- tktr’tf’bil E Q, 
where k is the length of the geodesic, i.e. the number of edges involved. 
It is easy to prove Lemma 1 by induction on k, and so the proof will be left to 
the reader (cf. [7]). 
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4.2. The proof of (4) 
The flow chart for the Minsky routine for multiplication by d (~2) is contained 
in 3.4. The set V of states is { 1, (2, l), . . . , (2, d), 3, l’}. For each m >0 there is a 
geodesic in the graph of data-flow of this Minsky routine, of length 2md + 1, from 
(m, 0,l) to (md, 0,l’). Thus, Lema 1 applies, and so we have proved: 
Lemma 2. The R-module Q n (S& + S/Ill) contains for each m > 0 the element 
ti”P1 - t 2md+‘ty& 
Our aim now is to prove that Q n (Sp, + S/3,*) is spanned, qua R-module, by the 
elements tybl - t2md+ ’ md tl Blf (m >O). To this end, we observe that the elements q 
of the R-submodule Q of the free S-module P on (& 1 o E V> can be written in the 
form (see (l), (2), (3)): 
4 = sW,8, - fV2r62 1 t 1) 
d-2 
+ c S2,iW2/32,i - fW22P2,i+ 1) 
i= I 
+S2,d- l(flf2P2,d- 1 - &2,d) 
+S2,d(flf2P2,d- &8,1) 
+sf$ZP2,d - ff1/33) 
+s&1M3 - &3) +syw3 - tt1B*+ (7) 
The symbols s!“, s2,i (i = 1, . . . , d), si2k, ~3, s3 (l) for the various parameters are chosen 
in accordance with the following conventions: if a symbol carries a superscript (i), 
then it belongs to Si (i= 1,2), and if it does not carry a superscript, then it belongs 
simply to S. 
Suppose now that 
4 E Q n <VI + MI 0. 
If we express q in the form (7) and collect the coefficients of the basis elements dif- 
ferent from & and flll in (7), we obtain, in particular, the following equations. 
First, when d=2, we have, displaying the basis element involved at the beginning 
of each equation, 
P 2, 1: -spt-s2 2t2t+s2 , 9 1 =o , 
P 2.2: -s2,1f2t+s2,24 +s2,2- 
(2) - () 
* 
Next, when d >2, we find: 
B 2,1: --s(l”t-s~dt2t+S2,~=0, 
P 2,s -S2,lf*f+S2,2=0, 
. . . 
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p2,d-1: -S2,&2f2f+S2,&‘=0, 
P 2,d: -~~,d_‘t2t+S2,dt’+~~~=0. 
on eliminating s2,, , . . . , s2,d_1 we obtain for each d r2 the equation 
-+;-1td+S2,&-t;td)+s;f~=0. (8) 
In order to proceed further, we have to impose some additional restrictions on 
the rings R, Si, S2 and S and the elements f, tl and t2, where we assume from now 
on that tl+O, f2#0. 
Lemma 3. Suppose that R, S1, S2, S, t, t, and t2 satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) S(t,--rdt,d)r)S2=0; 
(ii) S(tt, - t2) fl S1 = 0; 
(iii) if si’), s2,d9 $1 
’ 
satisfy the equation (8), where si*) E S1, s2,d E S and si21 E S,, 
then s(‘)E R[t,]. 
9 
The; the R-module Q n (S& + SflIl) is spanned by the elements 
tD, - t 2md+ lfrd&f (m>O). 
This is the desired converse of Lemma 2. 
Proof. Let q E Q be given by (7). Then if q E S& + S/3,*, it follows from (8) and (iii) 
that stl) E R[t,]. Now, for every m >0, 
4(m) = 6% - t 2md+1t~d&~~Qn(Sfir +S&). 
If q(m) is expressed in the form given by equation (7), the term s!‘)(m) in q(m), cor- 
responding to si’), is t;“-‘. It follows that there is an R-linear combination 
1 rmq(m) such that q=q- C r,q(m) E Ql? S&(, i.e. the term 4’) in q, correspond- 
ing to si’), is zero. But then, (0, S 2,d, si2L) (Using the obvious notation) also satisfies 
(8). so, by (i), s2,d- . -(2) -0 Notice next that the coefficient of & in (7) is zero. This 
yields the equation 
0=~3(tlt2-tt:)+41)t~ = {z3(t2-ttl)+419tl =o. 
Since S is an integral domain, tl is not a zero divisor. Thus S3(t2 - ttl) + $" = 0. 
From (ii) it now follows that, on expressing 4 = q - C r,q(m) as a linear combina- 
tion of basis elements, each of the coefficients will be zero, i.e. @=O. Thus 
q = C r,(ty& + tfmd+ ‘tyd&,), 
which completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
4.3. The proof of (5) and (6) 
The flow chart for the Minsky routines for divison by d is contained in 3.5. This 
time the set V of states is 
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(W, 1),...,(2d),(3,2),...,(3,d- l),W, 1) ,... ,WW, l’, 1”). 
The elements 4 of the R-submodule Q of,P (the free left S-module on V) then can 
be written in the form (see (l), (2), (3)): 
4 = s% /A - ff2b2,l) 1 
d-l 
+ igl S2,i(flt2P2,i - ff2P2,i+ 1) 
+ S2,d(flf2P2,d - tt22P2.1) 
+ s$2,,(t2P, d - tt185) 
+ Sif2BS’- tG85) +qM5 - ttlP19) 
+ g; @2/32,1 - tt1 B4,l) 
d-l 
+ C sfiCt2Pz,i- fflt2P3,i) 
i=2 
d-l 
+ C S3,i(flt283,i-tf~f2P3,i-l) 
i=3 
d-l 
+ C S4,i(tlt2rB4,i- tfi2t21B4,i+ 1) 
i= 1 
+S4,d(flt2P4,d - tt:b4, 1) 
+ $; 6 rB4 1 - tt, BY) . , (9) , 
The same conventions in 4.2, as to the position of the various parameters, will be 
adopted here also. 
The following lemma follows from Lemma 1 in precisely the same way that 
Lemma 2 did. 
Lemma 4. The R-module Qn(S/I, + S/III+ SPIN) contains the element ty^& - 
lm+m/d+l m/d 
t, /Ill if m is a non-zero multiple of d, and it contains the element 
t?& - t 2m’ ’ t;“/llff if m is not divisible by d. 
Our aim is now to prove that the R-module Q n (S& + Sflrr+ S&#) is spanned 
by the elements given in Lemma 4. To this end, observe that if qE Qn 
(S/I, + SpIr+ S&#), then we can express it in the form (9). On collecting the coeffi- 
cients of the various basis elements, we find that the following equations hold: 
-s11’t-S2,dtt2+S2,,t, +5 - (2) - 0, 
P -SZ,lf+S2,2fl +s2,2- 
(2) - () 
9 
. . . 
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b2,d- 1: 
B 2,d: 
-S2,+2f+S2,&,fl +&_l =O, 
-s2,d_,f+s2,df, +&=O. 
By eliminating the parameters s2, i, . . . , s2,d_ i, we obtain the equation 
At this juncture, we again impose further conditions on the rings R, S,, S2, S and 
the elements ti, t2 and t. 
Lemma 5. Suppose that R, S,, S2, S, t, tl , t2 satisfy the following conditions: 
(iv) t, is transcendental over S2; 
(v) s(tt, - t2) n s1 = 0; 
(vi) S(tdt$ t2)nSl =O; 
$ii) if sil), S2& sif)l) . . . , sfL satisfy equation (lo), where si’) E S,, s2,d E S and 
s2,1’“” 2,d sf2) ail belong to S2, then sl E R[tl] and s2,d E S2[tl]. 
Then the R-module Q f7 (Sfl, + Sj?,# + S#IIn) is generated by the elements tr& - 
tm+m/d+ lt,m/d j?,* if m > 0 is a multiple of d, and the elements tr& - t2m’ ’ tTj31n if 
m is not a multiple of d. 
Proof. Let 4 E Q be given by equation (9), and suppose that q E S/31 + S/3,* + S/J*. 
Then we proceed in much the same way as we did in the proof of Lemma 3. In par- 
ticular, it follows from (vii) and Lemma 4 that we need only show that if sin = 0 in 
the expression (9) for q, then q=O. By (vii), s2,d eS2[tl]. If (iv) is now applied to 
(lo), we can deduce that &d=O and that s$fi=O for all i=l,2,...,d. Since the 
coefficient of & in (9) is zero, we can use si2L = 0 to conclude that 9 
O=s,(t,t,- tt:)+syt, = (s&2- tt,)+s~‘)}t,. 
Since S is an integral domain, it follows from (v) that si” = 0. So the coefficient of 
pl< in (9) is zero, and it remains only to prove that the coefficient -syitt, of /?i# is 
zero. Now, the coefficients of &d- ,, &d-2, . . . , &2 in (9) are zero. Sb we can use 
the equations 
&_i =0, sz,d_2’0, . . . . s2,2=0 
to conclude that 
S3,d- 1 =Sj,d_2=‘..=S3,3=S3,2=0. 
We have thus proved, in particular, that sfi ~~3.2 = 0. Since the coefficients of 
pd,i, for i= 1, . . . . d, in (9) are zero, we obtain the equations 
P 4, 1: -SJ,d tt, +sd,,tz+# =o, , 
P 42: -s4,1 It, +S4,2=O, 
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b4,d- 1: -S4,d-2& +s4,d- 1 =o, 
P 4,d: -S4,d-lftl +S4,d =o. 
On eliminating the parameters S4,2, . :. , S4,d, we get 
S4,l (t2 - tdtf) + sy; = 0. 
so, by (vi) we obtain s4 1 - w 0, which completes the proof. 9 
4.4 Satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 3 and 5 
Our objective in this subsection is to show that the rings R, S1, S2 and S and the 
elements t, tl and t2 can be chosen in such a way that the assumptions (i)-(vii) of 
Lemmas 3 and 5 are satisfied. The choice of the various rings is easy to describe - 
indeed, if we simply require that R be a UFD (i.e. a unique factorisation domain) 
then S, S1 and S2 will be chosen to be the rings given at the beginning of 2.2, i.e. 
S=R[X,,X2,Xi-1,X~1,(1 +X1)_‘,(l +x2)-i], 
and if Y,=l+X,, Y,=l+X,, then 
Si =R[X1,Xl-l, Y, -‘I, S, =R[X,, x2-l, Y, -7. 
At this point there is no need for us to be specific about the choice of t, tl and t2. 
We shall assume only, for the time being, that t ER, t #O, that tl E S1, tl $I? and 
that t2 E S2, t2 $ R. Since every element of S which lies outside R is transcendental 
over R, it follows that both t, and t2 are transcendental over R. 
It is not hard now to verify that the hypotheses (i), (ii), (v) and (vi) of Lemmas 
3 and 5 are in effect. 
Lemma 6. Suppose that i and j are non-negative integers and that rn, n are positive 
integers. Then 
s. (A;“- t$)ns, - s,=o. 
Proof. Let F be the field of fractions of S1, and let F be the algebraic closure of 
F. Notice that timit? has an n-th root r in F. Since t2 is transcendental over R, we 
can define an R-algebra homomorphism ,u : R[t2] -+F by setting p(t2) = r. Now, r is 
also transcendental over R since t ER and tl is transcendental over R. So ,u is ac- 
tually injective. Therefore p extends to a field embedding p’: R(t2)*F. Now, X2 is 
algebraic over R(t2), and so p’ can be extended to an embedding p” of R(X,) into 
F. This embedding p”, when restricted to S2, is an R-algebra embedding v : S2-+F. 
Notice now that v can in its turn be extended to an R-algebra homomorphism 
v’:s=s,[x,,x;‘,(l +x1)-‘]-+, 
which maps Xi, X[’ and (1 + Xl)-‘, qua elements of S, to themselves, qua 
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elements of p. This R-algebra homomorphism maps both St and S2 injectively into 
p. Therefore, v’ is injective on Sr S,. But, if u E S(t’tr - tjt;), then v’(u) =O, since 
v(tity - tit;) = tit? - tj(+-jtr) = 0. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 
We now choose 
t, =x, + 1 +X-l. 
Then (iv) of Lemma 5 is clearly satisfied. 
We can therefore turn our attention to the hypotheses (iii) and (vii). To this end, 
we first prove the useful 
Lemma 7. The R-subalgebra R[X,, X;‘] of S, is a free R[tl]-module with basis 1, 
Xl* 
Proof. Observe that 
X: - (4 - 1)X1 + 1 =o. 
It follows that if jEiZ, then 
x;+2-(t*- l)x~+i+x+o. 
So, every R[tr]-submodule of R[X,, X;‘], which contains two consecutive mono- 
mials XT, Xi” + ’ coincides with R[X,, X1-‘]. In particular then, 1 and X, generate 
the R[t,]-module R[X,,X;‘]. In fact, 1, X, is a basis for R[X,,X;‘] over R[t,]. 
For if 
f+gXl=O (f,g~WJ), 
let cr be the R-automorphism of R[X,, XT1 ] defined by 
0:x,-x;? 
(11) 
Then 0 leave R[t, ] identically fixed. Now apply CJ to (11): 
f+gX,‘=O. (12) 
Putting (11) and (12) together, yields 
g(X, -Xl-l) =o. 
Hence, g=O and therefore f =0 too. This completes the proof of Lemma 7. 
We come next to the final result we shall need in order to be able to satisfy the 
hypotheses (iii) and (vii). 
Lemma 43. Let i and j be non-negative integer’s and let l, m, n be positive integers. 
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Suppose that there is an R-algebra homomorphism 8 : S2+F of S2 into some field 
F containing R, that maps 
u = (- l)m - tit; 




-s*t; + s(ti” -A,“)+ c s*,&l=O, 
k=l 
q E s, , =S, S&1 ,..., S&&2. 
s1 E R[t,] and s E S2[tl]. 
(13) 
Proof. Since R is a UFD, so is R[X, , X2]. Now, 1 + X, is a prime in R[X, , X2], and 
so there is a discrete valuation 
that maps 0 to 00 and each element a E R[X,, X2], a #O, to the exponent of 1 +X1 
in a prime factorisation of a. This valuation u extends to a valuation, again denoted 
by o, of S. Notice that the valuation ring 




be the valuation ideal of u. Then the canonical homomorphism a+a/@ may be 
viewed as the &-algebra epimorphism Q : S,[X,, XI-’ ]+S, that takes XI to - 1. 
We are now in a position to begin the proof of Lemma 8. In fact, we will prove 
first that 
sr E&S, (=R[X,,X;‘]) and sea. (14) 
Now, the elements t{, t;“-- t/t; and CL=, s2,ktl k- ‘, that appear in (13), obviously be- 
long to a. Since ,g(t2) = t2 and e(tF - t’t;) = (- l)m - tjt;, e(t2) #0 and s(ty - tjt;) #O. 
So, neither t2 nor tr - tit; belongs to 8. Therefore, 
u(srti) = u(sA o(s(t;” - hz”)) = u(s). 
Suppose if possible that one of u(sr ), u(s) is negative. Then in view of (13) and a 
well-known property of valuations, u(sr) = u(s). Let us now put 
s; =s,(l +XI)-O(si) and s’=s(l +X1)-u(sl). 
Then, on multiplying every summand in (13) by (1 + X,)-“(sl) and then applying e, 
we find 
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-@(s’)?; +Q(S)(( - l)m - t’t;) = 0. (15) 
Observe that 
&)ER \O, 
By hypothesis, there is 
R[X2, XF1, (1 +X2)-‘] into 
B(t2) #O. So, applying 8 to 
t&, u=(-l)“-t’t,“&. 
an R-algebra homomorphism 8, mapping S,= 
some field containing R, which sends u to 0. Clearly 
equation (15) yields 
-e(q) e(d) = 0, 
a contradiction. Thus, 
i.e. we have proved that (14) holds. 
Now, according to Lemma 7, the R-algebra R[X,,X;‘] is a free R[t,]-module 
with basis 1, Xi. It follows that a = S2[Xl, Xi-‘] is a free &[t,]-module with basis 
1, Xl. If we express then the elements of a in terms of this basis, and collect coeffi- 
cients, (13) yields the following two further equations: 
+t; +f(t;” - t’tz”) + i SZ,k t:- ’ = 0, 
&=I 
-gt; + g’(ti” - tit;) = 0. 
Here, f,g~R[t~] and f’, g’ E S2[tl]. Lemma 6 applies to the second of these equa- 
tions, and so g = 0, g’ = 0. It follows that sl =feR[tl] and s=f’~S~[t,] as desired. 
We summarise the result of the preceding discussion in the following crucial 
Proposition 1. Suppose that R is a UFD and that 
S=R[Xl,X2,X;1,X;1,(1 +X1)-‘,(I +X2)-‘], 
S,=R[X,,X;‘,(l+X,)-‘I, S,= R[X2, XT’, (1 +X2)-‘], 
&R\O, tl=Xl+l+X;’ and t2ES2\R. 
Let 9 be a Minsky routine for multiplication or division, and let P and Q be the 
modules assigned to 3 in 4.1. Then the following hold: 
(I) If 9 is the Minsky routine for multiplication by d (2 2) and if uI = tdtf+ 1 
maps to zero under some R-algebra homomorphism of S2 into afield containing R, 
then 
Qn(S& +S&)= 1 R(tr& -t2md+1trd&) 
mrl 
(II) If 9 is the Minsky routine for division by d (24) and if uII = tdt2 - (- l)d 
maps to zero under some R-algebra homomorphism of S2 into afield containing R, 
then 
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Qn(sp,+s/31'csBI.)=d~ R(ti”/3,-tm+m’d+1t;“‘d/3y) 
d2-Y 
+ c R(t?/3, - t2”+yyy). 
dfm 
Proposition 1 is an immediate consequence of the results above. 
4.5. Some examples 
Suppose now that, as in Proposition 1, t E R \ 0 and t2 E R[X,, XT’ ] \ R. Then 
ur= tdt$+ 1 #O, uJ*=tdt2-(-l)d#o. 
We can express uI and uII in the form 
4 = X?f, &I = x;g, 
where now f and g are polynomials in X2 over R: 
(16) 
f EN&l, gM&l. 
Suppose that both f and g have a root (in some extension field of R[X2]) which dif- 
fers from 0 and -1. This ensures that there are R-algebra homomorphisms of 
S2 = R[X2, X<‘, (1 +X2)-‘] into some field containing R, which map uI and uI1 to 
zero. We shall give three instances where this can be arranged. 
(i) Let R0 be a subring of R, containing 1, and suppose t E RO. Suppose further- 
more that td is not invertible in RO, and that neither uI nor uII are R-multiples of 
any power of X2. Then it follows readily that neither f nor g in (16) is divisible by 
X2+ 1, and hence that they both have a root different from 0 and - 1. 
(ii) Put t=-1 and t2=X2+ 1 +XT’. Then 
u,=(-l)dt;+ 1 , 24rr = (- l)d(tz - 1). 
If we set X2 = - 1 in t2, then t2 takes the value - 1. Adopting then the obvious func- 
tional notation, 
Ur(-1)=2, Utr(-l)=(-l)d(-1). 
So, if R has characteristic different from 2, f and g have roots different from 0 and 
1. 
(iii) Put t = 1 and t2 =X2(X2+ 1). Then 0 and 1 are roots of the polynomial t2, 
and therefore not roots of either uI = tf + 1 (= f) or uI1 = t2 - (- l)d (= g). 
5. Assigning modules to Minsky operator algorithms 
5.1. Replacing instructions of MOA ‘s by Minsky routines 
Let .F be an MOA, .dd the Minsky routine for multiplying by d, and 9 the 
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Minsky routine for dividing by 30. Our objective now is to replace each instruction 
of .Y by instructions of the Minsky routine it calls for, thereby defining a finite 
oriented graph 3. 
To this end, let Ed denote the set of instructions of 9 of the form (i,d, j), i.e. 
those prescribing multiplication by d. Similarly, let E1,30 denote the set of all pairs 
of instructions of 9 of the form (f,f’), where f= (i, 1/3O,j) and f’= (i, l,j’), i.e. 
those prescribing division by 30. We then define 
In order to define V(Y), we consider first the disjoint union 
wou u W~d)X~,) ww9x~,,301. 
d-2.3.5 1 
Now, let - be the smallest equivalence relation on this set which satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(1) if eE&, o(e)-(l,e), t(e)-(l’,e); 
(2) if (f,f’) E 4130, o(f) (=WN-(1, CLm w-w9 Km UY-Cl”, WY). 
We denote the equivalence class of u by [u] (u E V(Y)), that of (0, e) by [o, e] and 
that of (~(0’)) by ]KVI (OE l&G), WE V%, eE&, (f;f’)G&. 
The definition of Y is complete once we specify the origin and terminus of each 
positive edge: 
dk 0) = [de), e’l, t((e, e’)) = P(e), e’l , ((e,e’)EE+(Y)), 
o((e, (f,f’))) = ]o(e)JY19 t((e, VX))) = ]t(e),f,f’l 
We now define the set of interior states of Y to be 
It is easy to see that differently labelled interior states of Y are different. Moreover, 
the obvious map from the disjoint union of V(Y) and this set of interior states of 
Y into V(Y) is a bijection. This observation can be used to give an alternative 
description of V( $). Incidentally, it should be noted that even though 1 # 1’ in J?‘~, 
it is still possible that [ 1, e] = [l’, e] in Y. A similar remark can also be made about 
the vertices [1,&f’], [l’,f,f’] and [l”,f,f’]. In short then, differently labelled ver- 
tices which are not interior states may well coincide in Y. 
5.2. Assigning modules to graphs 
Let us now put V= V( 9), where 9 is the graph manufactured from the MOA 
5 in 5.1, and let S, R, S,, S, be the rings discussed in 4.4. Furthermore let A4 be 
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the free left S-module with basis {&k 1 o E V, k = 1,2, . . . , S}, Mk the submodule 
spanned by {P, k 1 u E V}, and recall that M can be viewed as an (S, RH)-bi- 
module, as in 2.5. Then, guided by equations (l), (2) and (3) of Section 4 (see 4. l), 
we define a right RH-submodule N of M in the following way. First, to each positive 
edge (e, E) of 8, where here E is either a multiplication instruction e’ or a pair f,f 
of division instructions, we assign an RH-submodule of M according to the scheme 
below. If e is an instruction with label (i, 1, 1,6i, &, j > we assign to (e, E) the RH- 
submodule of A4 generated by 
hf28[i,E],7- ttl l +%;+d2&jE],7. 
If e is an instruction with label (i, 1,0, ai,&, j), we assign to (e, E) the RH- 
submodule of M generated by 
t1 B[i E], 3 - tt1 
1+ $62 
2 &,E],3* 
If e is an instruction with label (i, 0, 1,6,, 62, j), we assign to (e, E) the RH- 
submodule of M generated by 
t&i, El.4 - @iti +d2Pu, E],4. 
Now, let (e, E) range over all possible edges of G. Then we define N to be the 
RH-submodule of Mgenerated by the various submodules described above. Notice 
that 
We now define in an analogous manner an R-submodule N, of M, (see 4.1). To 
each positive edge (e, E) of Y we assign an R-submodule of Ml according to the 
scheme below. If e is an instruction with label (i, 1, 1, a,, a2, j), we assign to (e, E) 
the R-submodule 
S(tlt28[i,lf281i],1-ff:+61t~+62~~,E],1) 
of Ml. If e is an instruction with label (i, 1,0, ai, d2, j), we assign to (e, E) the 
R-submodule 
Sl(tlB[i,E], 1 - tt: +6’@8~,E], 1) 
of Ml. Finally, if e is an instruction with label (i, 0, 1,6i, a2, j), we assign to (e, E) 
s2(t2/3[& E], 1 - dlt: + “/$j, El, 1) 
of Ml. Now let (e, E) again range over positive edges of 8. Then we define Ni to 
be the R-submodule of Ml generated by the various submodules described above. 
It follows immediately from Lemma 3 in 2.5 that 
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Lemma 1. iw,mv=N,. 
It is worth pointing out that N is a finitely generated (R, RN)-bimodule, but N, , 
although it is certainly a sub-bimodule of A4 (it is left identically fixed by H), is not 
finitely generated. 
Our final concern in this subsection is with the data-flow graph p : $-, 9 of the 
MOA 9 (see Definition 4 of 3.6). To this end, let C,(g) be the free R-module on 
the set of vertices V(F) x M of g (see 3.6). Now, if e is a positive edge of y with 
o(e) = (i, m), t(e) = (j, n), we define 
v(e) = 
dm+n+ 1 ifn =dm 
m-In+l if n Sm. 
(d=2, 39% 
Notice that v(e) is simply the number of steps needed for the appropriate Minsky 
routine to compute n, given m. Now let e range over all the positive edges of 9: and 
define B,(g) to be the R-submodule of C,(g) generated by the elements 
(i, m) - t”(‘)(j, n) 
(where we remind the reader that o(e) = (i, m), t(e)= (j, n)). We then define 
Ho(g R), the 0-th homology group of g with coefficients in R, by 
HO( g R) = C,( :F)/B,( y). 
Similarly, if e is any subgraph of $ we can define HO(g, R) analogously: 
H,(%, R) = C,(u)/&,(u). 
It is not hard to compute HO(V, R) when %Y is one of the connected components 
of 3 In the course of this computation we shall obtain some crucial information 
needed in the proof of our main theorem. 
5.3. Computing HO(W, R) 
We shall prove here the following 
Lemma 2. Let g be a connected component of Y= and let R[t-‘] be the R-sub- 
algebra of the field of fractions of R generated by t-l. Then the following holds: 
(i) if V is a tree with a vortex, H,-,(%‘, R) s R; 
(ii) if V is a tree without a vortex, Ho(V,R)z R[t-‘I; 
(iii) if Y is not a tree, then HO(%‘, R)s R/R(l - t’), where I= v(e,) + -es + v(ek) is 
the sum of the ‘values’ of the edges e, , . . . , ek forming the terminal cycle of V (see 
Proposition 1 of Section 3). 
Proof. Notice first that if LJ is a vortex of V and w is any vertex of V, wf u, there 
is an oriented geodesic from w to u. It follows that 
w = t”o (modulo BO( U)) (1) 
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for some positive integer n. Therefore, 
H,(%‘,R)=R(o+B,(V)). (2) 
In particular, if ‘/;’ is a tree 
H()(%,R)ER. 
with vortex o, then 
(3) 
To see this, observe that there is a unique oriented geodesic from w to u, which en- 
sures that the integer n in (1) is unique. We define then an R&module map ,u from 
C)(V) to R 
pu: w-t”, /l:r.Fl. 
Now the kernel of p contains &,(%‘). It follows then from (1) that no non-trivial R- 
multiple of o is contained in B,(U) and, incidentally, that &(U) is precisely the 
kernel of ,u. Since p is clearly onto, this proves (3), i.e. (i) above. 
Now suppose that V is a tree without a vortex. We can decompose %’ into an 
ascending union of finite subtrees -Ym of v’: 
Let w, be the vortex of .Ym. Then 
w, = tat,, w, + , (modulo BO(.Fm+ r)), 
where we allow a,,, = 0, i.e. w,+ , = w,,,. Let p now be the R-module map from 
Co(V) to R[t-’ ] defined by 
p: wm+pt-Q,n, p: wrw1. 
Since %’ does not have a vortex, the CY, are unbounded, and so 
~(C,(V)) = R[t-‘1. 
. 
Now, as before, B,(U) is contained in the kernel of p. Moreover, 
Since the restriction of p to C,(.YJ has kernel precisely B,(.“i-,), as before, it 
follows that B,(V) is actually the kernel of p. So we have proved (ii). 
In order to prove (iii), we recall from the proof of (iii) of Proposition 1 of 3.2 
that if %’ is not a tree and .F is a maximal tree in %‘, .then .Y has a vortex, and %’ 
is obtained from .Y by adding a positive edge e (and i(e)), which is not contained 
in .“r, with o(e) = o. Now, 
H&z R) = R(u + B&F)) ( zR). 
In order to obtain H,(V,R), we have to add the relation 
” -’ tv(e) w 
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to &(t,R). Now 
w = t’- v(e)u (modulo &(,“r)), 
since there is geodesic from w to o of ‘length’ I- v(e). Now, identifying Ho(9<R) 
with R, it follows that Ho(%‘,R) is obtained by adding to the R-module R the extra 
relation 
i.e. the relation 1 - t’= 0. Thus we have proved (iii). 
It follows from the proof of Lemma 2, that we have proved also the important 
Corollary 2.1. In case (i) and case (ii) no non-zero R-multiple of a free generator 
(i, m) of C,(U) lies in B,(U), while in case (iii) no free generator (i, m) lies in B,,( %‘) 
unless R = R(l - t’). 
In order to make use of these results, we need a connection between C,(.F) and 
N, (see 5.2). To this end, let 
@ : C,( .F)-+M, 
be defined by 
e : (6 ml - f T”&l, 1. (4) 
Notice that [i] is the equivalence class of a vertex iE V(9). We have already noted 
that the natural map of V(:F) into V( !Q is injective. Thus, assuming that tl is 
transcendental over R, it follows that e is also injective. We would like to emphasize 
that the vertices [i], involved in the basis elements &l, 1 that come into play in (4), 
take on one of the following forms: 
Lel, [Kel, tLf,f’l, Kf,f’l~ Kf,f’l. 
Thus we are in a position to appeal to Proposition 1 of Section 4 in the course of 
the proof of the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. Suppose that R, S1, SZ, S and t, tl, t2 satisfy the conditions laid down in 
Proposition 1 of Section 4. Suppose,_furthermore, that u,(d)= tdtf+ 1 satisfies (I) 
of Proposition 1 of Section 4 for every d involved in the MOA .< and that 
l.+ = t?, - 1 satisfies (II) of the same Proposition. Then 
e(BO( CT))) = N, (7 g(CO( 3)). (5) 
The following notation will be useful in the proof of Lemma 3. We denote the 
free left R-module on a set Y by R[ Y]. Then we define the homomorphism (see 5.1) 
@ (R[I%&)l@RR[Rdl) O(R[~(~)~~RR[EI,~~I)-+M~ 
d=2,3,5 1 
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Q : Gw+B[o,e], 19 0: Mw2-P+B[w,f,y],l~ 
We are now in a position to begin the proof of Lemma 3. Observe then that 
&B,,(l)) is generated by the elements 
T&i], 1 - turn + ‘fp”Pb], 1 (mz 1, d=2,3,5), 
together with the elements 
Cb[i], 1 - t 
m+m/30+lt;n/30~Ul,, if 30 divides m, m 11, 
and for those m 2 1 not divisible by 30 the additional elements 
TB[i], 1 - t 2m + ‘q&q, 1. 
It follows from the alternative description of V( 9) given in 5.1 that the R-sub- 
module 0-l (@(C,( *F))) of 
r 
@ (R[V(e4cl)l@RR[Edl) @{~[~(~)1@R&f$,j01 
d=2,3,5 1 
has trivial intersection with the R-submodule generated by the tensor products o@e 
and w@(f,f’), where o and w denote interior states of A?~ and 9 respectively, i.e. 
o, we (1, l’, 1”). It follows then from Proposition 1 of Section 4 that 
a-‘(@(B&F))) = K’(Ni no-‘(@(c()(.F))). 
The desired conclusion (5) now follows immediately. 
5.4. The proof of the main theorem 
We are now in a position to formulate and prove the main result, which we have 
been preparing for in Sections 3, 4 and the first few subsections of Section 5. 
Theorem 2. Let R be a UFD, X1, X2 commuting indeterminates and let 
S, = R[X,, X,-l, (1 +X,)-l], s,=R[X,,X,-‘,(l +X2)-7. 
Suppose that 
t+Sz\R, t,=x,+1+x,‘, tER\ (0). 
In addition, suppose that for each d E (2,3,5) there exists an R-algebra homomor- 
phism of S into a field containing R, mapping u,(d) = tdtf+ 1 to 0, and an R- 
algebra homomorphism of S into a field containing R, mapping uII = t3’t2 - 1 to 0. 
Finally, suppose that .“2 is an MOA which involves multiplication by 2,3,5 and divi- 
sion by 30, with two specified states, an initial state a and a terminal state o. Let 
Y be the oriented graph defined in 5.1. Furthermore, let 0 be the RN-submodule 
of M generated by N together with t 1 p lwl,3 ( E M3). Then the following hold. 
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(1) For each nr0, u,= t:“&l, 1 EN if and only if the connected component $Y~ 
of (a, 2”) in TF has a terminal cycle el, e2, . . . , ek of length I= v(e,) + . . . + v(ek) with 
1 -t’ a unit of R. 
(2) For each n L 0, u, E 0 if and only if either the connected component Y,, of 
(a, 2”) meets p-‘(m) (where p : F:-) 9 is the usual epimorphism of the data-flow 
graph Y= to Cs), or g,, has a terminal Cycle el , . . . , ek of length I= v(el) + . . - -I- v(ek), 
such that I- t’ is a unit of R. 
Proof. (1) If u, E N, then 
But, by Lemma 1, 
Now, clearly u, E e(CO(.q)). So, by Lemma 3, 
24, E N, n @(c,(Y)) = @(I&( *P)). 
Since e is injective, it follows immediately that (a, 2”) E B,(g), and hence 
(a, 2”) E BO( Vn). The desired conclusion now follows from Corollary 2.1. 
On the other hand, suppose %‘n has a terminal cycle el, . . . , ek of length I= 
v(el) + . . . + v(ek) with 1 - t’ a unit of R. Since Vn is connected there is an oriented 
geodesic from (a,2”) to a vertex (i, m) in this terminal cycle. So 
(a, 2”) - t”(i, m) E Bo( gJ for some s 2 0. 
Now there is a cycle of length 1 beginning and ending at (i, m). Therefore 
(i, m) - t’(i, m) E BO( SQ. 
But t’ = 1 + o where u is a unit in R. Hence 
Bo( gJ 3 t’(i, m) - (i, m) = (1 + u)(i, m) - (i, m) = v(i, m). 
Since u is a unit in R, it follows that (i, m) E &(g,J and therefore (cw, 2”) E BO(gn). 
So by (5) of Lemma 3, &(a, 2”)) = t:“alal,, E Nl, as required. 
(2) Suppose now that u, E 0. Then it follows from (1) of Section 2 that 
Since NnM, = N1 by Lemma 3, we can write u, in the form 
4 = b + “ltlq,], 1 @E&s, E&J. (6) 
By Lemma 3, b is an R[tl]-linear combination of the basis elements pi, 1. It follows 
that s,t, E R[t,]. Now, R[X,,X;‘,(l +X,)-l] is a free R[X,,X;‘]-module with 
basis 
(1 +x,)-l, (1 +x,)-2, . . . . (1 +X1)+, . . . . 
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For if a, # 0 and 
at(l +X,)-l + -.- +a,(1 +X,)+=0 
then 
(ai E R]X,, XC1 I) 
Put x, = - 1. Then we have a,, =0, a contradiction. .Hence it follows that if 
sit, ~R[ft], then sl ER[X~,X~‘]. Now, by Lemma 7 of Section 4, R[X,,X;‘] is a 
free R[t,]-module with basis 1, X,. It follows that s1 ER[~,], since s,tr ~R[tr]. 
Hence, we can express sl in the form 
sl = i rktf 
k=O 
(rk E R). 
So, by (6), 
As already noted, b =Q(c), c E f&(g). By (7), we then find that 
c=(a,2”)- 2 rk(ak+ 1). 
k=O 
(8) 
C,(g) is the direct sum of the various Co(U), where V ranges over all the con- 
nected components of *F, and so BO( CT) is similarly the direct sum of the correspon- 
ding B,(V). This means that if we express c as a sum of elements coming out of the 
various Co(U), each of these elements actually belongs to B,(Z). This will be im- 
portant to keep in mind in the sequel. 
Consider then the connected component %‘, say, of (u, k+ l), where 05 krm. By 
Lemma 1 of Section 3, %? is a tree with vortex (cu, k+ 1). Notice that this implies that 
gnp-‘(o)={(o,k+l)}. 
It follows that, as k ranges over (0, . . . , m}, the connected components of .P contain- 
ing the various (w, k + 1) are all distinct. 
Now suppose that the connected component %‘n of (ar, 2”) does not meet p-‘(o). 
Then (8) is actually a direct sum decomposition involving the various connected 
components of g Since c E B,(g), each summand in (8) belongs to B,(.F). In par- 
ticular, (o, 2”) E&(~,J. But, by Corollary 2.1 this implies that 9Yn has a terminal 
cycle el,e2, . . . . e,, of length Z=v(er)+ ..a + v(e,), such that t’-- 1 is a unit in R, as 
desired. 
It remains (cf. the second part of the proof of (1)) only to prove that if %‘,, meets 
p-‘(o), then U, E 0. But if gn meets p-‘(w) 
(a, 2”) - tS(u, m) E &( %) 
for some m and ~20. On applying Q we find by (5) that 
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Therefore u, E 0, as required. 
6. Finitely presented solvable groups with insoluble word problem 
6.1. The proof of Theorem 3 
Let (p be a partial recursive function. Then, as we have noted before, there exists 
an MOA :F which computes p with respect to a pair (a, o) of vertices of K Let Y 
be the finite oriented graph obtained from .Y as detailed in 5.1 and let V= V( Y) 
be the set of vertices of ‘3 . 
Now let R, S, Si, S,, t, tl, t2 take the form given in Theorem 2. We are still free to 
choose the ground ring R and the elements t and tZ. In this subsection we now 
choose R to be either Z or Z,, p a prime, t = 1 and t2 = Xi +X2. The elements 
u,(d)=t;+l (&{2,3,5}), 2411 = t2 - 1 
satisfy the requirements of Theorem 2, in view of the remarks (iii) in 4.5. Moreover, 
t’- 1 = 0, and so the upshot of Theorem 3 is that, adopting the notation introduced 
in the formulation of Theorem 2, u, E 0 if and only if n belongs to the domain of 
P* 
We take then G to be group defined in 2.4, choosing V= V(Y) and R, S as above. 
In this context, M is simply a normal subgroup of G, and the submodule 0 of M 
is then a normal subgroup of G. Since 0, qua submodule of the right R&module 
M is finitely generated, it follows that 0, qua normal subgroup of G, is also finitely 
generated. But G is finitely presented, which means that 
U=G/O 
is also finitely presented. 
Notice next that u, is central in G. Hence its image in G/O, again denoted u,, 
is central in U. So 
u, = 1 in U if and only if n is in the domain of p. (1) 
Finally, let us choose v, to be a partial recursive function whose domain of definition 
is not recursive (see e.g. A.I. Mal’tsev [9, Chap. 3, 46.31). Then it follows im- 
mediately from (1) that U has an insoluble word problem, i.e. we have proved, in 
particular, Theorem 3, as formulated in 1.2. 
It is worth noting that in view of (1) we have a precise link between the domain 
of v, and the values in U of the recursive set of words u, (n = 1,2, . ..). It seems 
likely that this fact will be of further use in encoding other properties of partial 
recursive functions into finitely presented solvable groups. 
6.2. O.G. Kharlampovich’s group 
As we noted in 6.1, there are a variety of choices for the ground ring R. Here we 
shall choose R to be either Z[X, X-l, (1 +X)-l] or ZJX, X-l, (1 +X)-i] for some 
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prime p (cf. 2.4). Let now (cf. 2.2, 2.4) H be the subgroup given in 2.2 and N+ be 
the subgroup of GL(8, S) generated by H, together with the two addional matrices 
and 
Then 
x = diag(X, X, X, X, X, X, X, X) 
y=diag(X+ 1, X+ 1, X+ 1, X+ 1, X+ 1, X+ 1, X+ 1, X+ 1). 
H+zHxZxZ 
and is therefore finitely presented. Our entire analysis can be carried out with H+ 
in place of H, resulting in a finitely presented group G+ which, incidentally, has 
trivial center. As already noted before in 2.4, if we take R =Z,[X, X-‘, (1 +X)-t], 
and let O+ be the analog of our 0, then G+/O+ is precisely O.G. Kharlampovich’s 
group in [7] (which she, however, introduced in her paper in terms of generators 
and defining relations). Kharlampovich was only able to prove that a somewhat 
more complicated form of (1) holds for her group G+/O+, which partly explains 
why her proof is more complicated than ours. In point of fact, we can carry over 
our analysis for G to the entire series of groups like G+, i.e. those groups that arise 
on choosing R to be any one of the rings detailed at the beginning of 6.2. Then it 
turns out that this entire series of finitely presented solvable groups, of which 
Karlampovich’s group is a single instance, have insoluble word problem. 
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